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Abstract

A plethora of datasets contain geographic information or can be linked to
geographic information. In this thesis, we show how an exploratory search
process, speci�cally the Preference-enriched Faceted Search (PFS) process,
can be enriched for being appropriate for exploring datasets that contain
GEOgraphic information. In brief, PFS supports user clicks that correspond
to either hard or soft constraints. The �rst kind corresponds to the actions
of the classical faceted search (where the user can restrict his focus grad-
ually while getting an overview of the information space), while the latter
corresponds to actions that specify preferences that rank accordingly the in-
formation space. In this thesis we extend PFS for advancing the exploration
services for datasets that contain also geographic information. In the ex-
tended model, the user can use the map not only for inspecting the current
focus, but also for restricting the focus, as well as for expressing preferences.
Subsequently we describe an implementation of the approach by extending
the system Hippalus and a pilot application of the resulting system. Finally,
we apply and evaluate the proposed approach using a synthetic dataset con-
taining information about Hotels in Crete, and we discuss issues related to
the scalability of the approach. To the best of your knowledge, this is the
�rst system that supports exploratory search with preferences over datasets
that contain also geographic information.





Μια εκτεταμένη με προτιμήσεις Πολυεδρική

Αναζήτηση για Γεωγραφικά Δεδομένα

Περίληψη

Υπάρχει σήμερα ένας μεγάλος αριθμός από σύνολα δεδομένων που περι-

έχουν γεωγραφική πληροφορία ή έχουν τη δυνατότητα να συνδεθούν με γεω-

γραφική πληροφορία. Σε αυτήν την εργασία, δείχνουμε πως ένα μοντέλο εξερευ-

νητικής αναζήτησης, συγκεκριμένα το Εκτεταμένο με Προτιμήσεις μοντέλο της

Πολυεδρικής Αναζήτησης (PFS), μπορεί να εμπλουτιστεί ώστε να προσφέρεται
για εξερεύνηση συνόλων δεδομένων που περιέχουν γεωγραφική πληροφορία.

Εν συντομία, το Εκτεταμένο με Προτιμήσεις μοντέλο της Πολυεδρικής Ανα-

ζήτησης επιτρέπει στο χρήστη να περιορίσει το επίκεντρό του σταδιακά ενώ

εποπτεύει τον πληροφοριακό χώρο και συνάμα του προσφέρει ενέργειες που

του επιτρέπουν να ορίσει προτιμήσεις οι οποίες ανακατατάσσουν αναλόγως τον

πληροφοριακό χώρο. Στην παρούσα εργασία επεκτείνουμε αυτό το μοντέλο

ώστε να είναι κατάλληλο για σύνολα δεδομένων που περιέχουν και γεωγραφική

πληροφορία. Ο χρήστης μπορεί να χρησιμοποιήσει το χάρτη όχι μόνο για να

εποπτεύσει τα δεδομένα αλλά και για να περιορίσει το επίκεντρό του ή για να

εκφράσει προτιμήσεις. Στη συνέχεια, περιγράφουμε μια υλοποίηση της προ-

σέγγισής μας επεκτείνοντας το σύστημα Hippalus και μια πιλοτική εφαρμογή.
Εν συνεχεία εφαρμόζουμε και αξιολογούμε την προτεινόμενη προσέγγιση σε

μια συνθετική βάση δεδομένων με πληροφορίες για τα ξενοδοχεία στην Κρήτη

και περιγράφουμε θέματα που αφορούν την κλιμακωσιμότητα του συστήματος.

Το παρόν σύστημα είναι το πρώτο που στηρίζει εξερευνητική αναζήτηση με

προτιμήσεις επί δεδομένων που περιέχουν και γεωγραφική πληροφορία.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A plethora of datasets contain geographic information or can be linked to
geographic information. There are several approaches that combine Linked
Data1 and spatial data. For example, LinkedGeoData [1] is an e�ort to add a
spatial dimension to the Web of Data / Semantic Web. LinkedGeoData uses
the information collected by the OpenStreetMap project and makes it avail-
able as an RDF according to the Linked Data principles [2]. Similar to this,
GeoLinkedData [3] is an open initiative of the Ontology Engineering Group
(OEG) whose aim is to enrich the Web of Data with Spanish geospatial data.
Moreover, there are works such as GeoNames that provides a geographical
database available and accessible under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
License, containing over 10 million geographical names corresponding to over
9 million unique features [4].

In this thesis we propose how an exploratory search process, speci�cally
the Preference-enriched Faceted Search (PFS) process, proposed in [5], can
be enriched for being appropriate for exploring datasets that contain geo-
graphic information. In brief, PFS supports user clicks that correspond to
either hard and soft constraints. The �rst kind corresponds to the actions
of the classical faceted search where the user can restrict his focus gradually
while getting an overview of the information space (just like in booking.com).
The second kind of actions corresponds to actions that specify preferences
that rank accordingly the information space (e.g. a user can say that 3-stars
is the most preferred category, and this statement will rank �rst the 3-stars
hotels but will not vanish the rest). In this thesis we extend PFS for advanc-
ing the exploration services that is provided for datasets that also contain
geographic information. In brief, this requires the ability to show the corre-
sponding objects on a map and the ability to use the map for restricting the

1http://lod-cloud.net/
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

information space and/or expressing preferences (by selecting an area of the
map and then issuing a statement). To this end, we describe the required
extensions of the interaction model and we detail the GUI that we have de-
signed. Then we describe an implementation of the approach in the system
Hippalus through which we demonstrate the interaction.

Figure 1.1: A simple case scenario of exploration using both the facet explo-
ration panel in the left and shapes over the map.

To grasp the idea, consider the simple scenario shown in Figure 1.1 where
the user has zoomed over the area of interest and has already expressed
(though the facet exploration panel in the left) as most preferred the 3-star
hotels. The updated hotels are shown not only the textual list (where we can
see three buckets of hotels), but also on the map. The labels on the markers
indicate the preference order i.e. the marker "Rank1" indicates the existence
of a hotel in the �rst bucket, i.e. in the bucket of the most preferred hotels
(note that in early implementations the label is referred only with a number
e.g. "1" instead of "Rank1"). The user is then able to continue and issue
actions using the shapes for narrowing the exploration results or expressing
new preference actions over the updated results, and so on.

Finally we discuss issues related to the scalability of the approach. The
value of the extended PFS model is that it provides a generic and interactive
method for aiding users to select the desired option(s) among a set of options
that are described by several attributes including geographical ones.
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In a nutshell the key contributions of this thesis are:

� To the best of our knowledge, it is the �rst work about exploratory
search with preferences and geographic information

� We show how the model can be implemented and we detail an im-
plementation of the model by extending a publicly accessible system
(Hippalus) and exploiting Google Map.

� We report experimental results regarding performance and then we
describe how the model can be implemented for being applicable on
big datasets

� Introduce a map based visualized categorization of spatial data for PFS

The extension of PFS for geographical data raised several issues including

a how to come up with an intuitive user interface that can be used easily
by casual users,

b how to divide the required computational tasks to the Hippalus server
and the map API for achieving good performance,

c how to avoid cluttering the space with too many objects,

Since there is not any system that supports faceted search over datasets
with geographic information and uses the map for restrictions and prefer-
ences, the challenging task is how to support this interaction for big datasets.
We should also stress that the proposed framework supports preference inher-
itance in the hierarchies and a scope-based method for automatically resolv-
ing con�icts in the geographic domain that is supported based on inference.
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1.1 Outline of Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the context and describes related work and what

distinguishes the current one in contrast to the known literature.
Chapter 3 presents the proposed geo extension of PFS, that we call PFS-

geo, describes the interaction model through running examples and provides
architectural and applicability details.

Chapter 4 evaluates the performance of the system, as regards metrics
for di�erent actions using simulated users. Then, it reports and analyzes the
experimental results over 3 large scale synthetic datasets

In Chapter 4.2 we propose an alternative method for managing e�ciency
geographical preferences and present comparative experimental results and
implementation details for this stable prototype.

Finally, Chapters 5 and 6 concludes and identi�es directions for future
research, while Appendix A gives an overview of the RDF/S �les for a hotels'
dataset and the Syntax of GEO extended Preference Language.

A prototype is already publicly accessible and available online2.

2http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/



Chapter 2

Context and Related Work

Section 2.1 describes geographic data and linked data. Section 2.2.1 de-
scribes approaches for exploring such combinations of data and overviews
the placement of the proposed system in contrast to the known literature.
Section 2.2.2.1 provides the required background information on Faceted and
Dynamic Taxonomies. Section 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3 introduces our approach
and describes in brief Preference-enriched Faceted Search and the system
Hippalus.

2.1 Background

Geographic Data.
A plethora of datasets contain geographic information or can be linked

to GEOgraphic information. In the last few years, there has been signi�-
cant e�ort of publishing geospatial data using RDF and Linked Data (LD)
principles. To this respect, although various LD management systems have
been proposed, only a few of them are able to handle geospatial data [6]. In
addition, Great Britain's national mapping agency, Ordnance Survey1, has
been the �rst national mapping agency committed to making publicly avail-
able various kinds of geospatial data from Great Britain as open linked data.
Other works like, GeoTriples [7] deals with the transformation of geospatial
information into RDF graphs in a semiautomated manner while GeoNames
[4] provide a geographical database available and accessible with over 10 mil-
lion geographical names. Other e�orts include various deployments of the
map4rdf [8] which allow visualising and interacting with Linked Geospatial
Data available in various SPARQL endpoints.

1http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
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8 CHAPTER 2. CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, spatial data, also known as geospatial data or geo-
graphic data, traditionally represents a geo location, as a projection on map.
These entities or points, include attributes such as coordinates (i.e. latitude-
longitude pairs) and topology, in order to be mapped and further processed,
analyzed and visualized through Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

Quite commonly one has to manage Linked Data and geographic data.
DBpedia approaches this issues by providing various ontology classes, such
as Place, an an ability to represent coordinates. Besides coordinates, DBpe-
dia contains additional geo-coordinates for more than 1 million geographic
locations, expressed using the W3C Basic Geo Vocabulary2. Similarly, in
Europeana Data Model (EDM), spatial information can be represented and
visualized by tools like as Europeana 4D.

As regards querying, GEOSPARQL [9] is a standard for querying geospa-
tial linked data for the Semantic Web. It provides a topological ontology
in RDFS/OWL that uses GML (Geography Markup Language) and Well
Known Text (WKT) literals and supports simple features topological rela-
tionship vocabularies and ontologies for qualitative reasoning. In addition it
provides a SPARQL querying interface that uses a set of topological SPARQL
extensions for quantitative reasoning and a set of Rule Interchange Format
(RIF) inference rules for query transformation and interpretation.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Approaches for Exploring Datasets that contain
Linked Data and Geographic Data

There are a number of works in the database world that provide a prefer-
ence based ranking of spatial data. For example works like [10], [11] study
a number of algorithms and indexes for top-k spatial preference queries that
rank spatial objects based on qualities of features in their spatial neigh-
bourhood. Other works like GEORank [12] provide a location-aware and
temporal ranking of news according to user's current or a �xed location set
in the user pro�le. In GeoRank, this location is static, hence they do not
provide exploration services which is the focus of our work.

As regards systems that support exploratory search, there is the system
Facete [13] that provides faceted search over data that contain geographic
information. Facete implements a spatial data exploration paradigm based
on the following three key components: First, a domain independent faceted

2http://wiki.dbpedia.org/services-resources/dbpedia-data-set-2014#4.5
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�ltering module, which operates directly on SPARQL and supports nested
facets. Second, an algorithm that e�ciently detects spatial information re-
lated to those resources that satisfy the facet selection. The detected rela-
tions are used for automatically presenting data on a map. And third, a
work�ow for making the map display interact with data sources that contain
large amounts of geometric information, as shown in Figure 2.1. In com-
parison to Facete, in our work we focus on the user's interaction regarding
the GEO aspect, both as input and output, rather the visualization of the
underlying dataset in terms of exploration. Speci�cally, we use the map for
the navigation of the spatial dimension(s) as well as an enriched interactive
display. This user friendly GUI enables the user to interact with the system
in a two way, enable to explore or navigate and visualize data with spatial
dimension(s) simultaneously.

Regarding the placement of our work Table 2.1 categorizes the afore-
mentioned frameworks according to various aspects like Faceted restriction,
Preferences, Display of focus on the map, Map-based restriction and pref-
erences, Linked Data and SPARQL Endpoint. Firstly, Facete [13] supports
Faceted restrictions over Linked Data using a SPARQL Endpoint and dis-
plays the results on a map. Similar to this, both LinkedGeoData [1] and
GeoLinkedData [3] are enhanced by the same features as shown in Figure
2.2. On the contrary, GEORank [12] can only produce the output on a map
with no other characteristic. Finally, compared to other tools, our proposed
system (PFSgeo) can fully support both Faceted restrictions and preferences
and displays the output on a map which can be also used as input method
for expressing restrictions and preferences (Map-based restriction, Map-based
preferences).

System

Feature Facete GEORank LinkedGeoData GeoLinkedData PFSgeo

Faceted restrictions
√

-
√ √ √

Preferences - - - -
√

Display of focus on map
√ √ √ √ √

Map-based restrictions - - - -
√

Map-based preferences - - - -
√

Linked Data
√

-
√ √

-
SPARQL Endpoint

√
-

√ √
-

Table 2.1: Placement of our Work
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Figure 2.1: An indicative screenshot of Facete.

Figure 2.2: LinkedGeoData uses the information collected by the Open-
StreetMap project and makes it available as an RDF knowledge base.
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2.2.2 Faceted and Dynamic Taxonomies (FDT) and Preference-
enriched Faceted Search (PFS)

For reasons of self-containedness Section 2.2.2.1 reviews FDT and Section
2.2.2.2 preferences

2.2.2.1 Faceted and Dynamic Taxonomies (FDT)

A highly prevalent model for exploratory search is the interaction of Faceted
and Dynamic Taxonomies (FDT) [14],[2] usually called Faceted Search, which
allows the user to get an overview of the information space (e.g. search
results) and o�ers him various groupings of the results (based on their at-
tributes, metadata, or other dynamically mined information).

As stated in [5], modern environments should guide users in exploring the
information space and in expressing their information needs in a progressive
manner. Systems supporting FDT o�er a simple, e�cient and e�ective way
for explorative tasks [2]. Dynamic taxonomies (faceted or not) is an inter-
action framework based on a multidimensional classi�cation of (may hetero-
geneous) data objects allowing users to browse and explore the information
space in a guided, yet unconstrained way through a simple visual interface.
Features of this framework include: (a) display of current results in multiple
categorization schemes (called facets - or just attributes), (b) display of cate-
gories (i.e. attribute values) leading to non-empty results only, (c) display of
the count information of the indexed objects of each category (i.e. the num-
ber of results the user will get by selecting that category), and (d) the user
can re�ne his focus gradually, i.e. it is a session-based interaction paradigm
in contrast to the query-and-response dialog of current Web Search Engines
(WSE) which is stateless.

An example of the idea of dynamic taxonomies assuming only one facet,
is shown in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3a shows a taxonomy comprising 7 terms
(A-G) and 8 indexed objects (1-8). Figure 2.3b shows the dynamic taxonomy
if we restrict our focus to the objects 4,5,6. Notice that it comprises only 5
terms, those that lead to objects in 4,5,6. Figure 2.3c shows the browsing
structure that could be provided at the GUI layer (e.g. at the left side bar),
and Figure 2.3d sketches user interaction, based on the restriction shown in
Figure 2.3b. Notice the count number next to each term. These groupings
enable the user to restrict his focus gradually and in a simple way (through
clicks, i.e. without having to formulate queries), enabling him to locate re-
sources that would be di�cult to locate otherwise (especially the low ranked
ones). This model is currently the de facto standard in various domains: e-
commerce (e.g. eBay), booking applications (e.g. booking.com), library and
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bibliographic portals (e.g. ACM Digital Library), museum portals (e.g. Eu-
ropeana), mobile phone browsers, social networking systems (e.g. LinkedIn),
Adaptive Faceted Search on Twitter 3,4 and many others. The are also mod-
els that use faceted views over structured and semi structured large scale
data for providing interactive browsing over the LOD world with the use of
combined full text search, structured querying and result ranking [15]. For a
recent survey of methods for applying faceted search over RDF datasets see
[16].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Real caption5

2.2.2.2 Preference-enriched Faceted Search (PFS)

The enrichment of search mechanisms with preferences, hereafter Preference-
enriched Faceted Search [5], [17], for short PFS, has been proven useful for
recall-oriented information needs, because such needs involve decision making
that can bene�t from the gradual interaction and expression of preferences.
The distinctive features of PFS is the ability to express preferences over
attributes whose values can be hierarchically organized, and/or multi-valued,
while scope-based rules resolve automatically the con�icts. As a result the
user is able to restrict his current focus by using the faceted interaction
scheme (hard restrictions) that lead to non-empty results, and rank according

3http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-730/paper4.pdf
4http://www.wis.ewi.tudelft.nl/research/faceted-search
5Source: [5]
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to preference the objects of his focus. Recently, PFS has been used also for
o�ering a �exible process for the identi�cation of �sh species [18].

2.2.2.3 Hippalus

Hippalus [19] is a publicly accessible web system that implements the PFS
interaction model [5]. It o�ers actions that allow the user to order facets,
values, and objects using best, worst, prefer to actions (i.e. relative prefer-
ences), around to actions (over a speci�c value), or actions that order them
lexicographically, or based on their values or count values. Furthermore,
the user is able to compose object related preference actions, using Priority,
Pareto, Pareto Optimal (i.e. skyline) and other.

The information base (IB) that feeds Hippalus is represented in RDF/S6

(using a schema adequate for representing objects described according to
dimensions with hierarchically organized values). For loading and querying
such information, Hippalus uses Jena7, a Java framework for building Se-
mantic Web applications. Hippalus o�ers a web interface for Faceted Search
enriched with preference actions. The latter are o�ered through HTML 5
context menus8. The performed actions are internally translated to state-
ments of the preference language described in [5], and are then sent to the
server through HTTP requests. The server analyzes them, using the lan-
guage's parser, and checks their validity. If valid, they are passed to the
appropriate preference algorithm. Finally, the respective preference bucket
order is computed and the ranked list of objects according to preference, is
sent to the user's browser.

Hippalus displays the preference ranked list of objects in the central part
of the screen, while the right part is occupied by information that relates to
the information thinning (object restrictions), preference actions history and
preference composition. The preference related actions are o�ered through
right click activated pop-up menus (through HTML5 context menus) and the
interaction is demonstrated in next section. To this respect, consider a simple
scenario of an international dealer of used cars and suppose that the avail-
able cars are stored in a relational table of the form: Car(id, manufacturer,
category, price, color, power, year, mileage, fuel, location, comment, acces-
sories). In addition there are four taxonomies that have been designed in
order to provide an hierarchical organization for the values of the attributes
manufacturer, fuel, location and category. The leaves of these taxonomies

6http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
7http://jena.apache.org/
8Available only to �refox 8 and up.
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are the domains of the corresponding attributes which are recorded in the
tuples of the produced relational table.
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Figure 2.4: The Main Page of Hippalus. (a) Shows the Area where Facets
and Terms are Displayed, (b) the Ranked Objects Area, (c) the Preference
Actions History and Composition Tool, (d) `Interesting Objects' Tool (i.e.
Like a Shopping Cart) and (e) the Object Restriction History

Figure 2.4 shows the main page of Hippalus over the collection of 50
cars. Speci�cally, part (a) shows the attributes, their values (which can be
hierarchically organized), accompanied by the number of their occurrences,
where the user can restrict his focus or express preferences anchored to them.
Part (b) depicts the objects area, which is ranked according to preference,
part (c) shows the preference actions history and composition tool, part (d)
displays the `Interesting Objects' tool (i.e. like a shopping cart) and �nally,
part (e) the object restriction history. Hippalus has been evaluated very
positively by users in various contexts (the interested reader can refer to
[19, 20, 21]).
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Chapter 3

PFSgeo

We will describe PFSgeo through a running example over a small dataset.

3.1 Dataset of the Running Example

Consider a small information base comprising information about rooms of
8 hotels in Heraklion. Each hotel can be inclusively described by the fol-
lowing attributes: a) a set-valued attribute Accessories that describes the
accessories o�ered by a room, b) the Address attribute with the address
of the hotel/apartment, c) a set-valued attribute Conditions with the con-
ditions of booking a room/apartment, d) the Latitude attribute describing
the latitude of the room/apartment, e) the Location attribute, which is an
hierarchically organized attribute describing the location of the room (e.g.
Center/Heraklion/Crete/Greece), f) the Longitude attribute describing the
longitude of the room/apartment, g) the Name attribute with the name of
the hotel/apartments, h) the Persons attribute with the number of persons
included in the booking price, i) the Price attribute describing the price of
the room/apartment for 4 nights, j) the Rating attribute that describes the
rating of the hotel according to other users, k) the Room hierarchically or-
ganized attribute that describes the type of the room and �nally, l) the Star
attribute describing the number of stars. Notice that only Address, Location,
Latitude and Longitude facets describe spatial data. The pair of Latitude
and Longitude de�nes a point on the map.

17
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For example, the way these attributes are represented regarding a hotel
room are shown in the corresponding RDF/TTL �le:

a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;

hippalus:Accessories "Free-WiFi" ^^xsd:string ,

"Air-conditioning" ^^xsd:string , "Flat-screen-TV" ^^xsd:string

;

hippalus:Address "Leof_62_Martiron_1"^^xsd:string ;

hippalus:Conditions "Breakfast-included"^^xsd:string ,

"Special-conditions"^^xsd:string ;

hippalus:Latitude "35.336291"^^xsd:float ;

hippalus:Longitude "25.123639"^^xsd:float ;

hippalus:Name "Castello_City_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;

hippalus:Persons "1"^^xsd:int ;

hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros "240"^^xsd:int ;

hippalus:Rating "9.0"^^xsd:float ;

hippalus:Room "Single"^^xsd:string ;

hippalus:Stars "3"^^xsd:int .

In a nutshell, the inherent spatial dimension of the data is a set of triples
in RDF/TTL �le, describing a point as an abstract representation of the
GEO aspect with attributes such as Location, Latitude and Longitude. The
purpose of this generic format is to take advantage of the Linked Data with
context such as Europeana or DBpedia.

3.2 The Extension of the Interaction Model in

Brief

Here we describe the interaction model of PFSgeo as an extension of the
PFS. We shall hereafter call a facet geographic if it corresponds to geographic
coordinates. In brief the extensions of the interaction model are twofold:

� Object Display: When a facet corresponds to geographic information
(e.g. a facet location for hotels), the user should be able to see the
positions of the focused objects on a map.

� User Actions: In Faceted Search the user can select one term by
clicking for restricting the focus. In PFS the user can select one term
and with right click he can express one preference action. In PSFgeo,
if a facet is geographic, then instead of selecting values (for restricting
the focus or for expressing a preference), the user can select the desired
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values through the map (through shapes such as circle, polygon or
just zoom in/out and clicking). In various scenarios this can be more
intuitive and simple for the user (e.g. if the user knows the desired area
he can focus there without having to know the names of the places as
he should in FS and PFS). Consequently, selections of that kind usually
concern several values.

We should also mention that the proposed system is a state-of-the-art faceted
enriched Geo-visualization system in contrast to a Single Page Application
(SPA), thus we can fully support Preference-enriched Faceted Search explo-
ration and visualization of di�erent data sets with GEO aspect simultane-
ously, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: PFS geo exploration in di�erent geo datasets(tabs).

The Interaction Model over the Running Example
The focus can be displayed in the classical way in FS and PFS, i.e. as a

list of textual elements, but also in the map, or both list and map. Figure 3.2
shows the textual mode. From the top right the user can switch to the map
mode as shown in Figure 3.3 (the user can also switch to an image mode if
the objects are described also by images, e.g. if our dataset was enriched with
hotel photographs). Figure 3.4 shows the screen if the map mode is active.
We can see that the objects are displayed on a map. Figure 3.4 shows the
screen if the map mode is active. We can see the objects are displayed on
the map.
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Figure 3.2: The �rst screen showing the elements of the focus (in the center)
as a list of textual descriptions.

Figure 3.3: Di�erent view options for the Map and Image display

Figure 3.4: An indicative screenshot of Hippalus enhanced with GEO aspect.
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Let us now describe the interaction of user with the map. For instance,
the user zooms in an area and can draw a rectangle over the markers he or
she is interested in. This shape will trigger a request to Google Map that
will return the containing markers, that can be processed in Hippalus server
according to user's action rules, e.g. as a restriction as shown in the Figure
3.5.

Figure 3.5: Multi restriction on the hotels within a drawable shape-left click.
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Handling cases with big number of markers
If there are too many objects which are very close, the system implements

the MarkerClusterer v31, which allows the display of multiple GEO locations
as a labeled cluster. This cluster is basically a united marker indicating the
number of the containing single markers within this area. The combined
use of Google Map and MarkerClusterer allows the system to update the
displayed results both on demand or on the �y. For example, as shown in
Figure 3.6 we get only a clustering marker for the greater area of Heraklion,
whereas when the zoom level is changed, we can distinguish that we have
hotels located in two di�erent major areas, Heraklion and Agia Pelagia.

Making evident the preferences on the map
Another signi�cant characteristic of the map is that it allows the user

to view the results according to the expressed preferences. For instance,
suppose that the user has restricted the set of hotels to those located in the
center of Heraklion (Center/Heraklion/Crete/Greece), either explicitly using
the facet terms, either implicitly expressing his actions through the map.
Then the user can further restrict his focus or issue a preference action,
e.g. he can state that he prefers (over the others) those hotels that fall in
a restricted area. This will eventually create two di�erent buckets: the �rst
having the more preferred hotels, and the second having the less preferred
ones. Currently, there is full consistency between the text-based and the
map-displayed results. Thus, the geo aspect as shown on the map, is directly
attached to the instances containing in the buckets. For instance, the user
can select a rectangle shape to set a restriction over an area containing four
hotels, represented by 4 markers, as shown in Figure 3.5.

1https://developers.google.com/maps/articles/toomanymarkers
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Marker clustering for display GEO location on Google Map 3.6a
and zooming in 3.6b
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3.3 The Interaction Model By Examples

To aid understanding the interaction model of the system we highlight the
bene�ts of geo extension on PFS for decision making through the following
running scenarios:

Find a Hotel Room in Heraklion
Consider a dataset with hotels and a user with a very complicated infor-

mation need and preferences, aiming to �nd the desired hotel very easily. To
this respect, you are planning to stay in a Hotel in a speci�c area. Although
you do have a priori preferences e.g. hotels by the sea or near Points of In-
terests (POIs), you don't know nor the area or any location information that
can be applied as soft or hard constraints in the classical faceted search. Note
that this does not apply in PFSgeo, since the user is able to locate POIs over
the map in order to apply any actions. E.g. "You are interested in 3-star
Hotels in the greater area of Heraklion city and you don't prefer those located
in the center, but you prefer those near to the Archaeological Museum".

IT Departments in Greece
In addition, consider a dataset that contains information about all depart-

ments of Computer Science and Engineering in Greece for aiding students
to select the department to apply. At �rst we formulate the description of 2
possible examples and afterwards we describe the details of the task based
actions for creating them. A sketch of the examples is followed:

a You know you don't want to study in islands. You also want to study
around the greater area of Athens. Despite that, you don't want to study
in the areas (suburbs) of Πειραιάς and in Αιγάλεω-Περιστέρι.

b You have an estimation regarding the result ranking of your exams ∼
14, 000 and an a prior preference of the years of studies (you prefer
4 years over 5 years) and you don't prefer T.E.I. Although you don't
want to study in islands, you do like the departments in Crete since
you live in Crete.

Table 3.1 and 3.2 displays the description of the tasks for the aforementioned
examples.
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Table: Task Description of example (a)

Number of

Task

Description

1st Set Νησιά in Περιοχή as Worst.
2nd Use the rectangle shape on the map and

set the major area of Athens as Best.
3rd Use the rectangle shape set the area of

Πειραιάς as Worst.
4th Use the rectangle shape set the area of

Αιγάλεω-Περιστέρι as Worst.

Table 3.1: Task Description over Greek IT Departments (a) example.

Table: Task Description of example (b)

Number of

Task

Description

1st Prefer 4 over 5 value in ΄Ετη Φοίτησης.
2nd Set Τ.Ε.Ι. in Τύπος as Worst.
3rd Set Νησια in Περιοχή as Worst.
4th Set Κρήτη in Περιοχή as Best.
5th Μόρια Εισαγωγής βάση 2016 value

around 14.000 (13967).

Table 3.2: Task Description over Greek IT Departments on (b) example.

To get an overview of the interaction Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 shows the
task based sequence regarding the example (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: An overview of the available Departments in Greece 3.7a. Click
on a Department to show more information and focus the current view on
it's position on the map 3.7b .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: You prefer Departments with 4 years over 5 of studies 3.8a.
Express you don't prefer those in T.E.I (but not exclude them) 3.8b .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: You prefer those in Crete but not those in islands (con�icting
preference) 3.9a. Express you prefer those around 14,000 (13967) to get the
�nal overview 3.9b .
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For your consideration you have the ability to use the system, using Fire-
fox version 8 or higher at http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/ to
apply these scenarios (or a variation) that will be available as "Explore Ho-
tels in Crete" in the category "e-Tourism". As regards the Departments of
Computer Science in Greece is available as "Explore Greek IT Departments"
in category "Public Services".

http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/
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3.4 Architecture

The GEO extension follows the original architecture of Hippalus 2.2.2.3, how-
ever several extensions were required for implementing PFSgeo which are de-
scribed below. To this respect, the architecture of the system and it's com-
ponents enhanced with the geo aspect is given in Figure 3.10. This servlet
based framework is described in Figure 3.11 showing the AJAX sequence
diagram.

Figure 3.10: Client - Server architecture of Hippalus with GEO extension.
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Figure 3.11: AJAX sequence diagram.

3.4.1 The Client

The client uses the Google Maps v3 API. Speci�cally we use MarkerClusterer
v3, in order to generate the clusters of markers on a map. We also take
advantage of the Drawing Layer library for Google Maps, that provides a
graphical interface that enables the users to draw shapes such as polygons,
rectangles and circles that can be further used for restriction, as an alterna-
tive input for the facet exploration. The main idea is that the user should
be able to interact with the map independently of the faceted exploration
system, when he deals with GEO data. The user can choose di�erent shapes
and select any of these respectively or delete them and then set and apply
new rules. Both restrictions and preferences are possible through left and
right click respectively after a shape selection. As regards preferences, in the
current prototype the user though a pop-up menu can issue Best or Worst
preference actions. Each action is translated into a HTTP POST request
method to Hippalus server using the JSON data-interchange format. This
object contains the long-lat pair of the markers within this area, given by
Google Maps JavaScript API V3.
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3.4.2 Server

On server side, when dealing with GEO data we �rst identify whether the
dataset has GEO information. Having this knowledge, Hippalus server cre-
ates a JSON object on demand as response to a getGEOLocations call of the
client. This ensures consistency between the active instances of the buckets
and the displayed markers displayed on the map. Speci�cally, the JSON
structured data is basically a GEO representation describing each instance
as a point with the following attributes: Rank, Name, the Longitude-Latitude
pair and a hash, as a unique ID for each point.

JSON format for each instance =[Rank, Name, Longitude, Latitude,
hashID]

Conceptually, this JSON structure is a JSON array of labeled GEO
points. The label for each GEO point indicates the bucket number, whereas
the GEO point is the representation of the instance using its name and the
set of the corresponding coordinates.
Now consider a user that selects to restrict an area using a shape. This will
create a JSON array of the coordinates of the containing markers. In contrast
to simple restriction, i.e. on a restriction action based on a term of one facet,
the restriction here should be performed in a bifold manner, as a pair of lon-
gitude and latitude. The �nal step is performed to the Information Base (IB)
in order to �nd the objects that satisfy this restriction request. Eventually,
the performed actions are internally translated to statements of the prefer-
ence language described in [5], and are then sent to the server through HTTP
requests. The formation of the spatial manner query is based upon the same
syntax and grammar. The server analyzes them, using the language's parser,
and checks their validity. If valid, they are passed to the appropriate prefer-
ence algorithm. Finally, the respective preference bucket order is computed
and the ranked list of objects according to preference, is sent to the user's
browser. It is feasible to assume that the same statements can be applied
regarding the restriction, as another form or explicit preference.
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3.4.3 Restrictions (single and multiple)

We currently support two kinds of restrictions using the map feature. In the
�rst, the user restricts the focus using a single marker. As described earlier,
each marker is a GEO point which is actually the spatial representation of an
object (hotel in our running example). This action, is sent to the server as
a HTTP request ajaxPivot(), supporting both single or multiple restrictions
with parameters a JSON object containing the corresponding latitude and
longitude of this marker-instance.
The second kind of restriction is through shapes. When the user draws a
shape, e.g. a rectangle using the features of Google Maps, we extract the
coordinates of this area and use them again as input in order to query the
Information Base (described in section Preference-enriched Faceted Search
(PFS)) on the server. Based on the provided shapes we can choose the
amount of information we want to use in order to set the restriction. For
instance, based on the features of the drawing layer library, we can either (a)
get the radius and the center of corresponding circle, or (b) get the markers
within this area and then pass them on the server as input for the restriction.
In order to evaluate the performance of our system when dealing with big
amount of data, we investigate both approaches.

In the �rst prototype, we follow the second approach, i.e. we get the
markers within an area as a set of lat and long pairs, thus a signi�cant
process is performed on client side which already has the knowledge based
on the Google map v3. However, and as we shall see in the next section, this
is not a panacea. For the markers within a polygon we apply the Ray casting
algorithm implemented in js, to overcome the limitations of the Google map
v3 API, in order to get the containing points within a given polygon on the
map.

3.4.4 Preferences

We follow the same approach (as in restrictions) when the user expresses
preferences. Here, instead of using left click to focus and restrict on the
markers within a shape, the user can choose to set the markers as BEST
using the right click as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.12. By such an action
the user expresses that the containing markers are the best over the others.
Internally such an action produces a sequence of (best) preference actions for
the latitude longitude pair of each marker.
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Figure 3.12: Set a new preference (BEST) for hotels within a di�erent shape-
right click.



Chapter 4

Performance Evaluation and

Optimizations

4.1 Testing Scalability

Information Base
We used a synthetically produced dataset with information about hotels in
the region of the Crete island where each hotel is represented by the attributes
described in a previous section. Two main scenarios were designed each
having the objective to measure the performance of the system over geo
data. Each scenario is essentially a sequence of requests regarding the size
of the dataset and the request load, that simulates a user that interacts with
the system using the map:

� First scenario. This scenario concerns restrictions using the map, i.e.
it simulates a user that issues multi restriction actions using a shape.

� Second scenario. This scenario concerns preferences using the map,
i.e. it simulates a user that issues preference actions using a shape.

We used the following datasets.

� Dataset 1: 1,000 synthetic hotels

� Dataset 2: 5,000 synthetic hotels

� Dataset 3: 20,000 synthetic hotels

35
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Simulation
The simulation platform considers the area and the information base de-
scribed previously. In order to evaluate the system's performance we apply
the scenarios on prede�ned shapes on the map that include a set of markers.
The number of markers di�ers depending on the size of the dataset. In each
of these two scenarios we issue 10 requests from 9 di�erent (simulated) users.
For this reason we have created 9 di�erent non-intersecting shapes within
the boundaries of the simulation area, as shown in Figure 4.1. The division
of the area ensures that any possible subarea will contain markers, while the
sequence simulates a user that issues actions with gradually bigger shapes,
meaning that the corresponding load becomes heavier since more instances
have to be passed as parameters. Note that in shape 9 the user issues an ac-
tion over all instances of the dataset. Each shape is represented by the action
of the respective user accordingly. We should mention that a (restriction)
query based on intersecting shapes, say a shape A and a shape B, eventually
has the same outcome as a restriction query using as shape the intersection
A ∩B.
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(a) Action of user 1 to 4 (b) Action of user 5 and 6

(c) Action of user 7 and 8 (d) Action of user 9

Figure 4.1: The simulated di�erent user's actions for preferences and restric-
tions.
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4.1.1 Analysis

Standalone Experiment Results. The analysis aims to evaluate the per-
formance by measuring the delay that a user experiences (note that the delay
while exploring a geo dataset should not overcome the user's tolerance [22]).
To this end, we introduce the following metrics:

� initTime: this is the time the user experiences for loading the in-
stances on startup and for displaying them on the map.

� restriction time-1st experiment: this is the total response delay
for restricting the focus using a multi restriction query.

� preference time-2st experiment: this is the total response delay
when the user issues a preference query using a shape.

Based on the current implementation these metrics do not concern only
the management of the geographic information, i.e. when exploring a spatial
dataset, initTime, restriction time and preference time are a�ected not only
by the geo aspect but also by the various delays of Hippalus. Speci�cally,
both restriction time and preference time include the time required for
"updateHierarchy" and "updateHistory" which is the total time required to
update the facet-values and history displays, as well as, "getGeoLocations"
and "updateInstances" which is the total required time to get the locations
from Hippalus server and the time to create-update the markers on the map
and update the instances in buckets. The reported times include the time
required for rendering the map using third party APIs calls, i.e. Google map.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the total initTime for the three standalone
datasets. As we can see in Figure 4.2 the average init time for datasets with
20,000 instances is 1.8 seconds.

Table 4.3 shows the average query time for restrictions, while Figure 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5 show the results of the �rst experiment for dataset1, dataset2
and dataset3 respectively. Figure 4.6 shows the average query time for 10
requests that get served by the system for each of the three metrics for all
datasets.
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Table: Init Time for each request

Number of Requests Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3

1st 291 ms 597 ms 2449 ms
2nd 294 ms 521 ms 1932 ms
3rd 197 ms 815 ms 2084 ms
4th 236 ms 532 ms 1743 ms
5th 242 ms 527 ms 1630 ms
6th 238 ms 593 ms 1750 ms
7th 227 ms 562 ms 1716 ms
8th 179 ms 556 ms 1582 ms
9th 226 ms 487 ms 1574 ms
10th 198 ms 542 ms 1634 ms

Table 4.1: Init time of geo instances over the 3 datasets for each request.

Table: Average Init Time

Number of Dataset Average time

Dataset1 233 ms
Dataset2 573 ms
Dataset3 1810 ms

Table 4.2: Average init time of geo instances over the 3 datasets for the 10
requests.
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Table: 1st experiment Average Time

Number of Action Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3

User1 154 ms 411 ms 8672 ms
User2 97 ms 344 ms 3944 ms
User3 84 ms 322 ms 3336 ms
User4 76 ms 392 ms 3604 ms
User5 121 ms 526 ms 5011 ms
User6 116 ms 559 ms 4915 ms
User7 120 ms 486 ms 4860 ms
User8 122 ms 508 ms 4930 ms
User9 184 ms 981 ms 8470 ms

Table 4.3: Average query times for restriction of the simulated users over the
3 datasets.

Figure 4.2: Average init time over the 3 datasets.
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Figure 4.3: Average restriction times of dataset1 for each standalone user.

Figure 4.4: Average restriction times of dataset2 for each standalone user.
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Figure 4.5: Average restriction times of dataset3 for each standalone user.

Figure 4.6: Average restriction time for the all datasets for all the users.
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Table: 2nd experiment Average Time

Number of Action Dataset1

User1 9794 ms
User2 14265 ms
User3 12469 ms
User4 11018 ms
User5 33781 ms
User6 58785 ms
User7 114007 ms
User8 108983 ms
User9 522978 ms

Table 4.4: Average query times for preference of the simulated users over
dataset1.

To summarize, we can clearly see that although in both scenarios (when
interacting over the map) the dataset load is a�ecting the overall system
performance the scale is signi�cant di�erent regarding the action applied.
In brief, for restrictions the system can respond in real time (in less than
4 seconds) if the dataset contains more than 5,000 hotels. If the datasets
contains more than than 20,000 instances the system can respond in approx-
imately 5 seconds. For preference actions, the system can respond in real
time if the dataset contains less than 100 hotels. The reason for this major
di�erence, Table 4.4, is the high computational complexity of the scopes. As
such, for producing the ranked list of objects has time complexity O(|A||B|2)
where A is the set of objects in the focus, and B is the number of prefer-
ence actions. This proposed system aims to assistant the users in relation to
complex exploratory tasks over large scale geo datasets using visualization
tools such as map and shapes, resolving intelligently possible con�icts with
the scope-based method thanks to the hierarchically organized values, and
the preference inheritance.
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4.2 An e�cient method for geo preferences

The objective is to speed up the derivation of the ranked list of objects when
the user issues preference actions through the map. Without loss of general-
ity, let's assume that the user selects an area in the map through a rectangular
shape, de�ned by the coordinates of the bottom left corner and the upper
right corner (say (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) respectively), and through right click
he selects one option, say BEST . In the method that was described in the
previous sections, we �rst (at client-side) �nd the hotel markers that fall in
selected area. Suppose that these markers correspond to a set of hotels de-
noted by Hshape = {h1, . . . , hk}. Then the browser sends to the server a set
of preference actions, speci�cally |Hshape| in number BEST actions, i.e. the
following set of actions: { BEST h | h ∈ Hshape}. Obviously this approach
implies that a lot of data are sent to the server. Moreover the complexity
of the algorithm (proposed in [5]) that runs on the server side for producing
the ranked list of objects has time complexity O(|A||B|2) where A is the set
of objects in the focus, and B is the number of preference actions. It follows
that by increasing the number of actions we actually a�ect negatively the
performance of the algorithm.

Therefore in this section we investigate an alternative approach, an ap-
proach that is better aligned with the PFS and its algorithms. The key point
is that instead of sending to the server the set of actions { BEST h | h ∈
Hshape} we sent just one action: BEST x1, y1, x2, y2. To support such
actions we actually extend the language of [5] with actions that have geo-
graphical anchors.

We can already see the bene�ts: less data have to be transferred and
smaller |B|, thus faster production of the ranked list. Now the extension of the
language with such actions does not require changing the core algorithms of
[5] since that framework already captures actions with scope (for supporting
preference inheritance in facets with hierarchically organized values). In our
case the scope is spatial. Moreover, the scope-based method for automatically
resolving con�icts makes sense also in the geographic domain as it will be
indicated by the running example that we will use below for detailing the
proposed method.

Another important (for scalability) characteristic of the algorithm [5] is
that it never computes the entire scope of any action, i.e. its scope in the en-
tire information base. Instead, it checks whether the elements of the current
focus E belong to the scopes of issued actions. This means that its computa-
tional complexity does not depend on |Obj|, but on E which we can assume
that is not big because the user applies preferences after he has focused on
a smaller set of objects. The same is true for restrictions performed through
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the map.

Running Example. For example consider a user that prefers hotels in Crete
but not inside the city of Heraklion. To this end he could issue the following
two actions:

b1: Best x1,y1,x2,y2 // island of Crete

b2: Worst x1',y1',x2',y2' // Heraklion city

assuming that the �rst four coordinates capture the entire island of Crete,
while those of b2 capture only the Cretan city of Heraklion. Note that the area
of b2 is included in the area of b1, therefore the produced ranking should have
�rst all hotels of Crete except those in Heraklion, followed by those hotels in
Heraklion.

For producing the ranked list of hotels we can follow the steps of the
algorithm proposed in [5], also given below in Alg. 1, adapted to our context.
The algorithm takes as input two parameters, an object set E, and a set of
actions B (also a policy for the inactive elements).

The �rst part of the algorithm orders the actions according to their
scope, i.e it de�nes a partially ordered set (B,v). In the geographical con-
text an action b is narrower than b′, denoted by b v b′, if and only if the
area of b (de�ned by x1, y1, x2, y2) is included in the area of b′ (de�ned by
x1′, y1′, x2′, y2′). It is not hard to see that this holds i� (x1 ≥ x1′) ∧ (y1 ≥
y1′) ∧ (x2 ≤ x2′) ∧ (y2 ≤ y2′) and this is actually how CheckSubScopeOf

has to be implemented for working over preference actions anchored to geo-
graphical areas. It follows that the geographical areas do not add any cost
in the computation of (B,v).

The second part of the algorithm computes the active scope of each b ∈ B.
In our case the active scope of an action b, is de�ned by excluding from the
area of b all areas that are narrower than b. To implement this part of
the algorithm we need to adapt IsInScope(e, b) for our case. This function
should return True if e belongs to the area of b. Obviously this can be decided
very fast, since a point (x, y) falls in the area de�ned by (x1, y1, x2, y2) i�
(x1 ≤ x ≤ x2) ∧ (y1 ≤ y ≤ y2).

Subsequently we use the active scopes, that we have just computed, for
extending B to a set B′. If an action b = BEST (x1, y1, x2, y2) ∈ B, we add
to B′ the following set of actions: { BEST h | h ∈ ActiveScope[b]}.

The third part the algorithm just parses the set B′ in order to get the sets
B, W , i.e. collecting those hotels with BEST and those with WORST and
then it calls the algorithm Apply (that is given and is described below) that
produces the ranked hotels by topological sorting. This is all that is required
for producing the preference-based ranking of hotels.
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Algorithm 1 AlgClearOpt(E, B, Policy)
Input: the set of elements E, the set of actions B, and Policy for inactive
elements
Output: a bucket order over E

1: /** Part (1): Computation of (B,v) */
2: V isited← ∅
3: Rv ← ∅ // Rv corresponds to v
4: for each b ∈ B do
5: for each b′ ∈ B \ V isited do
6: if CheckSubScopeOf(b, b′) then
7: Rv ← Rv ∪ {(b v b′)}
8: else if CheckSubScopeOf(b′, b) then
9: Rv ← Rv ∪ {(b′ v b)}
10: end if
11: V isited← V isited ∪ {b}
12: end for
13: endfor
14: end for
15: endfor
16:

17: /** Part (2): E�cient Computation of Act. Scopes */
18: for each b ∈ B do
19: C(b)← direct children of b wrt Rv
20: ActiveScope[b] ← {e ∈ E | IsInScope(e, b)∧
21: (∀c ∈ C(b)it holdsIsInScope(e, c) = False)}
22: end for
23: endfor
24:

25: Use the active scopes to expand the set B to a set B′
26: /** Part (3): Derivation of the �nal bucket order */
27: (B,W,R�) ← Parse(B′)
28: return Apply(E,B,W,R�, Policy) // call to Alg. 1
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Note that the argument R� in Apply is empty (i.e. R� = ∅) since we do
not support this type of actions because it would be di�cult for the users to
express them over a map.

The cost of the �rst part of the algorithm is in O(|B|2). Note that as
long the user is not submitting a new action, (B,v) can be preserved and
reused when the user is changing his focus (so O(|B|2) is payed once). The
second part of the algorithm has |B| iterations. The cost of each iteration is
|A|(1 + deg) where deg is the average number of direct children of an action
w.r.t v. It follows that the cost of the second part is |B|(|A|(1 + deg)) =
|B||A|+ |B|deg = |A|(|B|+ | v |).

The last part of the algorithm is the cost of Alg. AlgApply, which in
our context is expressed as O(|A|2). However the complexity of this step in
normal scenarios is linear.
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4.2.1 Details about the algorithm Apply

At �rst the algorithm Apply constructs a graph by connecting each best to
each worst element (so best/worst are interpreted as �each best is preferred to
each worst"). Then it adds to the graph the relationships in R�. We should
note here that the parameters B and W actually de�ne a set of relationships
(Rbw at line 3 of the algorithm), so they could have been expressed directly
through the R� parameter, however we keep them separate as they constitute
an easily enacted (for the user) shorthand. Although a linear or bucket order
could be produced by traversing the graph in a breadth �rst search (BFS)
manner (where the �rst block will contain the more preferred elements, the
second the next more preferred, etc), if the transitive reduction is a DAG
(Directed Acyclic Graph, i.e. not a tree), then BFS could yield wrong results.
Using topological sorting1 instead of BFS, e.g. Alg. AlgTopological as shown
above, we can always get a linear order that respects R. In particular, Alg.
AlgTopological is based on the source removal algorithm described in [23],
satisfying the condition that all removed maximal nodes are inserted in the
same bucket. It begins by �nding all the maximal elements of R, moves them
into a bucket, and continues with the maximal elements of their children, and
so on. In the worst case all elements of E are involved and the most expensive
task is that of topological sorting. The topological sorting is in O(|E|+ |R|),
thus w.r.t. E we can say that it is in O(|E|2). If the actions are object-
scoped, i.e. E corresponds to Obj, then the complexity of AlgApply is in
O(|Obj|2).

1 Topological sorting yields a linear ordering of the nodes of a DAG such that each
node comes before all nodes to which it has outbound edges.
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Algorithm 2 Apply(E, B,W,R�, Policy)
Input: the set of elements E, the set of best elements B, the set of worst
elements W , a set of relative relationships R�, and Policy for inactive ele-
ments
Output: a bucket order over E that respects R

1: Rbw ← {(b, w) | b ∈ B,w ∈W} // each best is preferred than each worst
2: R← Rbw ∪R� //add relative prefs
3: L← AlgTopological(R) //produce blocks with boundaries
4: I ← E \ (B ∪W ∪ dom(R�)) // I contains the inactive elements
5: L′ ← AlgInactive(L, I, Policy)
6: return L′

Algorithm 3 AlgTopological(R)
Input: a binary relation R over E
Output: a bucket order over E that respects R

1: L← 〈〉
2: repeat

3: S ← maximal�(R)
4: R← R \ {(x � y) ∈ R | x ∈ S} // Remove maximal
5: L← L.append(S) // Append a bucket to L
6: until S 6= ∅
7: return L
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4.2.2 Syntax and Semantics

Here we introduce an extension of statements regarding the geo aspect in
order to support geo preferences based on shapes described in previous al-
gorithms. Each action has a scopeType (either facet, terms order, or ob-
ject order) determining which kind of elements it a�ects (facets, terms, or
objects). To this respect, each action is �anchored� to one element which
can be a facet, term or geo and this allows enacting the preference actions
through the GUI straightforwardly. Geo is the spatial representation, which
can be rectangle (which used as a proof of concept), polygon, circle or point.
Each action is associated to a rank description (rankSpec) which can be
lexicographic (for ordering strings), count (for ordering elements based on
the number of objects that are classi�ed to them), and value (for ordering
numerically-valued facets). The language also de�nes actions for de�ning
best/worst (i.e. preferred/non-preferred) elements, and relative preferences.
Syntactically, preference actions are de�ned through the following grammar
(in BNF):

<stmt> ::= < scopeType >< spec >
<scopeType> ::= facets order : |terms order : |object order :
<spec> ::= < anchor >< rankSpec >
<anchor> ::= facet < Fi >

| term < tj >
| object < ok >
| geo < Area >
| ε . the empty string

<Area> ::= rectangle < point >< point >
| polygon < point >< point >< point > +
| circle < point >< rad >

<point> ::= float , f loat
<rad> ::= int
<rankSpec> ::= {lexicographic|count|value}{min|max}

| best|worst
| usescoreFunction < score() > {min|max}

In the above grammar Fi, tj and ok denote names that match a facet, a
term or object, while score is the name of a real-valued function provided by
the user or the application programmer (e.g. around operator for proximity
search, which can be the edit distance for categorical or absolute value of
distance for numerical values).
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The formal description of the spatial anchors is listed below:
(a) geo rectangle [(Point1),(Point2)]
(b) geo polygon [(Point1),(Point2),(Point3),. . . ,(PointN)]
(c) geo circle [(Point1),radius]
(d) geo point (x1),(y1)

Based on the semantics, each shape can be de�ned by it's geo charac-
teristics, as shown in previous section. To this respect, [Appendix A.2] geo
rectangle expects 4 coordinates describing the 2 edges, geo polygon expects a
list of coordinates de�ning the path of the polygon and the geo circle expects
2 coordinates de�ning the point and the radius. Finally, based on the current
implementation the user is able to order objects using best and worst (i.e.
relative preferences attached to the geo anchors).
Some examples follows:
(a1) object order: geo rectangle [(x1,y1),(x2,y2)] best
(a2) object order: geo rectangle [(x1,y1),(x2,y2)] worst

Action a1 places all objects classi�ed that fall within the rectangle's bor-
ders at the top of the object ordering, whereas the action a2 places them at
the bottom of the object ordering.

4.2.3 Implementation Details

Regarding the implementation of this version some details follow. In this
prototype user can issue both best and worst preferences actions by using
the prede�ned shapes. Filtering (restriction) and preferences can be selected
by left clicking using the corresponding options of the popup menu triggered
by the right click as shown in Figure 4.9. For your consideration, based on
this version the label of a marker indicates the preference order (i.e. the
label "Rank1" on a marker indicates the existence of a hotel in the �rst
bucket, i.e. in the bucket of the most preferred hotels), where the number on
the markercluster shows how many markers this cluster contains, as in earlier
prototypes. To further ease the inspection of preference inheritance of spatial
hierarchy, recall the scenario Find a Hotel Room in Heraklion described in
3.3, where although you do not prefer an area (i.e. set the area of Heraklion
Center as Worst) you do prefer the hotels close to POIs (i.e. set as Best the
hotels close to Archaeological Museum), as shown in Figure 4.8. Note that
in this scenario we show only a simple case of the interaction that uses a best
preference and a single subarea. To the best of your knowledge, more compli-
cated cases including multi subareas , as shown in Figure 4.7, and worst-best
combination of preference actions are also implacable but omitted since they
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are considered trivial. We also evaluate and rely on the extend use of the
rectangle shape. Although all shapes can be drawn and used as an input, the
preference action is applicable only on this shape for simplicity reasons. It
is feasible to assume that a scalability regarding other shapes e.g. circle and
polygon is possible but out of the scope of this evaluation.

Figure 4.7: Auto con�ict resolution over multi subareas within the same area.

Figure 4.8: Auto con�ict resolution of preferences over intersected areas.
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Figure 4.9: The right-click popup menu with the available actions.

4.2.3.1 The Client-Server model

Let as assume user draws a shape e.g. rectangle. Now the user has to pass
as arguments the 2 points of this shape instead of the containing markers
(eventually 4 edges-since a rectangle can be described using the North East
(NE) and South West (SW) point). Based on the current implementation
we support actions for the rectangle shape, although the principles are the
same. Each shape can be described by it's geographical description and a
label which is the type of the shape. An example using the rectangle shape
is shown in the Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: A best preference action based on the alternative method.

To this respect, we support 3 shapes:
(a) rectangle, which can spatial described by two points (i.e. the NE, SW
edges).
(b) circle, which can spatial described by one point (i.e. the center) and the
radius.
(c) polygon, which can be spatial described by sequence of the points of this
polygon.

The grammar and the syntax are implied by the rules of the preference
language described in [5]. We extended the preference language in order to
fully support the geo aspect for all the prede�ned shapes. The extension
is described in the Appendix A.2. To this respect, let us consider a best
preference using the rectangle shape. We use this knowledge and the geo
characteristics that describe the shape to send it to the server. Appendix
A.3 gives an overview of the extended language.
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4.2.4 Comparative Experimental Results

Here we report experimental results for comparing this method with the
previous one. To this respect, Table 4.5 shows the average query times for
preference regarding the alternative method as described previously. Notice
that for more than 1,000 instances the system has an average preference time
of 2.8 sec in contrast to the 98.4 sec of the previous method, giving promising
results [Figure 4.11], i.e. this method is one order of magnitude faster than
the previous one (speci�cally 35 times faster). To this respect, Figure 4.12
presents a comparison of those 2 methods regarding the preference action of
the users, for the dataset 1. Finally, Figure 4.13 shows the average query
time for 10 requests that get served by the system for each of the three
metrics for all datasets, where Table 4.6 shows the results of the alternative
methodmethod2 compared to the previous one (method1 ).

Table: 2nd experiment Average Time-alterative

Number of Action Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3

User1 1880 ms 7868 ms 14792 ms
User2 1925 ms 8343 ms 51608 ms
User3 1637 ms 8932 ms 51403 ms
User4 1484 ms 8569 ms 53232 ms
User5 3007 ms 14424 ms 2396 ms
User6 2774 ms 15211 ms 82511 ms
User7 3709 ms 15484 ms 47586 ms
User8 3240 ms 15684 ms 103110 ms
User9 5682 ms 27535 ms 137783 ms

Table 4.5: Average query times for preference (alternative) of the simulated
users over the 3 datasets.
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Figure 4.11: Average (alternative) preference time for the 3 datasets for all
the users.

Table: Method1 comparing to method2 (alternative)

Method1 Method2

Number of Action Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3 Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3

User1 9794 ms - - 1880 ms 7868 ms 14792 ms
User2 14265 ms - - 1925 ms 8343 ms 51608 ms
User3 12469 ms - - 1637 ms 8932 ms 51403 ms
User4 11018 ms - - 1484 ms 8569 ms 53232 ms
User5 33871 ms - - 3007 ms 14424 ms 2396 ms
User6 114007 ms - - 2774 ms 15211 ms 82511 ms
User7 108983 ms - - 3709 ms 15484 ms 47586 ms
User8 522978 ms - - 3240 ms 15684 ms 103110 ms
User9 9794 ms - - 5682 ms 27535 ms 137783 ms

Table 4.6: Method1 comparing to method2(alternative) over the 3 datasets
for all users.
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Figure 4.12: Average preference times of dataset1 for each standalone
user(method1 compared to method2).

Figure 4.13: Average query times for the 3 metrics of 3 datasets for all users.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Open Issues

5.1 Evaluation With Users1

In contrast to the traditional preference actions as that described and eval-
uated in previous works [19], [20], [21] in our work we exploit the map as
a new means for expressing these actions. To this respect, it is interesting
to perform a comparative task-based evaluation in which users would have
to explore and express their preferences and/or restrictions using both UIs.
We have prepared a scenario (described below) comprising tasks. We plan to
perform a preliminary evaluation with a few experts and then an evaluation
with more users.

Purpose
We will conduct a task based evaluation with users similar to the running

examples shown in 3.3. The objective is to investigate whether even in a
small dataset such an example of 20 hotels, the addition of preferences to
FDT in respect to the exploration of the spatial dimension would make users
more satis�ed with no a priori knowledge of the system, using simple actions
with shapes over the map. To this end, we distinguish two di�erent UIs, as
shown in Figure 3.3:
a) UI1 : Classical model of PFS interaction model
b) UI2: PFS exploration using the map both as visualization and input for
the set of the user's actions, as dictated by the proposed system.
The evaluation will be performed over both UIs, in order to extract the users'
satisfaction level and exploit any possible problems and di�culties.

1This process is ongoing

59
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Participants
According to [24], [25], [26] Jakob Nielsen proposed that for a single us-

ability test, 10 participants are enough for revealing severe usability prob-
lems. However since we are not interested only in usability problems we
decided to involve more users (at least 20 participants).

Preparation and Training
To this respect, we have created a Google form as shown in Figure 5.2.

Initially, the users were prompted to view a video tutorial related to each
system and expect from the participants to �ll the online questionnaire ac-
cordingly. Subsequently, they had to carry out the tasks derived from the
scenario described.

Tasks and Scenario
The tasks are based on the following scenario:

�Consider you are planning to stay in a hotel in the greater area of Heraklion,
and you are interested in 3-stars hotels. In general you prefer hotels by the
sea or close to Points of Interests (POIs), like museums, but not at the city
center (because it can be noisy there).�
Table 5.1 lists the tasks used for this evaluation. In each task the user has
to provide an answer corresponds to hotel or a set of hotels. The type of
expected answer, is also listed in the same Table. We also ask from the
evaluators to rate the overall performance of the proposed system by us-
ing the scale <Useless, Not Useful, Neutral, Useful, Very Useful> and also
give some personal information about their pro�le and optional comments or
suggestions.
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Evaluation Tasks

Number of

Task

Description Result

1st You are interested in "3-star" Hotels
in "Heraklion", and you prefer these
which are close to the sea. Browse the
system and give the 2 hotels that you
prefer most.

Set of strings

2nd You would like to visit the "Archaeo-
logical Museum of Heraklion" (located
in the center of the city). Find the ho-
tel that is closer to Museum and you
prefer the most economical.

String

3rd You would like to �nd a hotel in Her-
aklion with Price range "49-99" as Best
but you do not prefer those close to the
sea. Use the system and provide one
such hotel.

String

4th You are interested in "3-star" Hotels
in Crete but you don't like hotels lo-
cated in cities (Heraklion) unless they
are close to a sightseeing (Archaeolog-
ical Museum). Use the system and re-
turn the two more preferred hotels.

Set of strings

Table 5.1: Task Description of user's evaluation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: The �rst section of the Google form 5.1a. The di�erent tasks for
each of the UIs 5.1b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Section with the personal information of the users 5.2a. Section
of overall evaluation of the system 5.2b.
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5.2 Optimization and Further Work

Here we elaborate more on the scalability of supporting preference-based
ranking over large datasets.

As it has been suggested in [5], if the dataset is very big, then a reasonable
policy is to compute the preference-based ranking only after the user has
restricted the focus to a smaller number of objects (say 1,000 objects). If we
follow this policy then no issue of scalability is expected since restrictions are
very fast, and preference-based ranking is real time for up to 1,000 objects
(this is true for all the 3 metrics). That means whenever the user focuses on a
set with less objects than this threshold, the ranking is performed, whenever
he zooms out to sets bigger than this threshold the ranking is not computed.

Nevertheless, if one would certainly like to produce a preference-based
ranking of a very large collection of objects without �rst restricting his/her
focus, then one could investigate several methods for speeding up Alg. 1
(speci�cally those parts of the algorithm whose complexity depends on |A|,
i.e. Part 2 and Part 3). Some ideas follow:

(a) One method is to reduce the cost of Apply (in line 24 of Alg. 1) by
returning only the top preferred elements. In this way topological sorting
will be called only once. However the response would contain only the most
preferred elements (not all the objects of the focus).

(b) Another approach would be to investigate applying a kind of fast
clustering before carrying out Part 2 and Part 3 of the algorithm, so that to
apply these parts not on A but on the representatives of the clusters of A.
One method would be to divide the area using a grid and all objects that fall
in the area of one cell of the grid to be represented by one arti�cial object.
The set of arti�cial objects A′ (which will be much smaller than |A|) can
be ranked using Alg. 1. After that, we could rank only the actual objects
that correspond to the area of the most preferred arti�cial object. In brief,
this method requires, producing the set A′ of arti�cial objects (linear time),
running Alg. 1 on A′, and �nally running Alg 1 on the objects of the most
preferred cell of the grid.

Based on our schema, we represent the spatial objects as shown in previ-
ous chapter. By that, points were the fundamental pillars of the geo aspect
as an extension to our system. This assumes that although the points still
remain at the bottom of the hierarchy level we can represent spatial objects
using areas. An area can be divided in many sub-areas e.g. Center is a
subarea of Heraklion, which respectively is a subarea of area of Crete. An
area consists of a number of geographic objects (e.g. Hotels instances). For
convention every area is called region and subareas as sub regions. We also
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make clear that given the complexity of the geographic real world entities a
region can be further divided in many possible levels regarding the compo-
sition hierarchy. The decomposition size of an area depends of the level of
resolution. We basically divide the map as a grid plane of �xed size cells.
Once more, we use as an example the main land of the Region of Crete island.
The representation of the original area is of prime importance and depends
on the policies followed. For example, a possible representation could be
based on the regional unions of Crete or on the municipalities units. It is
obvious that the union of these cells will produce the regional ontology of
Crete. Another method could be a grid representation of prede�ned cells of
an area, a technique similarly used in evaluation.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

A plethora of datasets contain GEOgraphic information or can be linked to
GEOgraphic information. In this thesis we showed how a recently proposed
method for exploratory search, the Preference-enriched Faceted Search (PFS)
process, can be enriched for being appropriate for exploring datasets that
contain geographical information.

The extended model, that we call PFSgeo, exploits geographical maps not
only for displaying the focus objects during the interaction (as in previous
works and systems), but also as an input means for restricting the focus and
for de�ning preferences. Subsequently, we presented an implementation of
the proposed model as an extension of the system Hippalus and we detailed
how we used Google Maps. For foci that contain large amounts of objects
(which is expected in the context of exploratory search), we support marker
clustering to avoid cluttering the map. Overall PFSgeo provides a generic
and �exible interactive method for aiding users to select the desired option(s)
among a set of options that are described by several attributes including geo-
graphical ones. Finally we elaborated on performance issues and we provided
measurements over synthetically produced datasets about hotels. Based on
this analysis, we identi�ed those tasks the a�ect the scalability of PFSgeo,
and we have sketched a method that can be used for further improving the
scalability of the approach.

Based on this analysis we provided an alternative method that is one
order of magnitude faster.
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6.1 Directions that are worth further work and

research

Since this is the �rst work on extending Preference-enriched Faceted Search
for geographical data, there are several directions that are worth further
research including the design and comparative evaluation of methods for
further improving scalability [Section 5.2], as well as task-based evaluations
with users [Section 5.1] for evaluating and quantifying the bene�ts of the pro-
posed extension in terms of task completion and user satisfaction in general.

Object Display

The markers of the clusters currently do not provide any information to
the user about the rank of the clustered objects. One possible improvement
would be to make the label of the cluster more informative, e.g. instead of
"(5)" the cluster label could be "(5)Rank2-3" to indicate that the marker
groups 5 objects whose rank fall in the interval "[2,3]".

Ability to support arbitrary shapes

This can be supported easily in the map, however it would also require an
extension of the algorithms. For instance the methods IsInScope and Check-
SubScopeOf should be extended for covering any shape (not only rectangles).
Various algorithms could be employed for this. In case this extension a�ects
negatively the performance, one approach to tackle this problem would be to
enrich the server-side with a spatial index (e.g. R-Tree, Quadtree, etc. [27])
that would index all shapes that have been used by the user and could then
be exploited for deciding fast whether a point belongs to an area or whether
an area is subarea of another.

Multi Dimensional geographical facets

Another extension is to consider datasets that contain more than one
geographical facet, for instance if the objects are �ights then each �ight is
characterized by two locations: the departure airport and the destination
airport. The user interface could be extended for supporting more than one
map frame, or for supporting methods for indicating on a single map di�erent
attributes in a clear manner.

Around preference on geographical domain

Since the geographical area is a continuous function it is worth investi-
gating also radius-based preferences for the case of geographical data. For
instance, if the user selects an area and issues a Best action, then all objects
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could be ranked according to their distance to the area (this is the analog
of the AROUND preference for numerical facets, but here an extension of
AROUND for the 2D space would be required).
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 RDF Files

Running Example - Hotels.ttl

@pre�x hippalus: <http://ics.forth.gr/isl/Hippalus/#> .
@pre�x rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf−schema#> .
@pre�x xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@pre�x owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@pre�x rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#> .

hippalus:Location a rdfs:Class .

hippalus:Center
a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf hippalus:Heraklion .

hippalus:Ag.Pelagia
a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf hippalus:Heraklion .

hippalus:Heraklion
a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf hippalus:Crete .

hippalus:Crete
a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf hippalus:Greece .
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hippalus:Greece
a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf hippalus:Location .

hippalus:Kastro_Hotel_Double
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string , "Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string ,
"Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Theotokopoulou_22"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Special−conditions"^^xsd:string , "Breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.341094"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.132406"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Kastro_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "2"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"340"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.0"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Double"^^xsd:string .

hippalus:Name a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

hippalus:Latitude a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:�oat .

hippalus:Address a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

hippalus:Lato_Boutique_Hotel
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string , "Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string ,
"Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Epimenidou_15, "^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Breakfast−included"^^xsd:string , "Free−cancellation"^^xsd:string ,
"Pay−later"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.341703"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.136622"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Lato_Boutique_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
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hippalus:Persons "1"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"240"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.0"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Single"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "3"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Marin_Dream_Hotel
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string , "Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string ,
"Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Epimenidou_46,"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Free−cancellation"^^xsd:string ,
"Breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ,
"Pay−later"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.341201"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.137219"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Marin_Dream_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "2"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"380"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.0"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Double"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "3"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Longitude a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:�oat .

hippalus:Room a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

hippalus:Megaron_Hotel_Luxury_Double_Non_Refundable
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string , "Sea−view"^^xsd:string ,
"Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string , "Balcony"^^xsd:string ,
"Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string ,
"Bathtub"^^xsd:string , "32−m2"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "D.Beaufort_9"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Non−refundable"^^xsd:string ,
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"Bu�et−breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.340932"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.138105"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Megaron_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "2"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"828"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.5"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Luxury/Double"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "5"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Stars a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:integer .

hippalus:Hippalus_Id a rdfs:Class .

hippalus:Galaxy_Hotel_Iraklio
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Sea−view"^^xsd:string , "Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string ,
"Bathtub"^^xsd:string , "Balcony"^^xsd:string , "Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string ,
"Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string , "32−m2"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Dimokratias_75"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Pay−later"^^xsd:string , "Free−cancellation"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.330466"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.138276"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Galaxy_Hotel_Iraklio"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "1"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"760"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.5"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Luxury/Single"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "5"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Rating a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:�oat .

hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros
a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
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rdfs:range xsd:integer .

hippalus:Conditions a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

hippalus:Castello_City_Hotel
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string , "Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string ,
"Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Leof_62_Martiron_1"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ,
"Special−conditions"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.336291"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.123639"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Castello_City_Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "1"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"240"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.0"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Single"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "3"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Renia_Hotel_Appartments_Standard_Studio_Triple
a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Ag.Pelagia ;
hippalus:Accessories "30−m2"^^xsd:string , "Balcony"^^xsd:string ,
"Pool−and−City−view"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Arkadiou"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ,
"Non−refundable"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.406877"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.016027"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Renia_Hotel_Appartments"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "3"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"216"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "7.7"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Standard_Studio/Triple"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "3"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Iraklion_Hotel
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a hippalus:Hippalus_Id , hippalus:Center ;
hippalus:Accessories "Balcony"^^xsd:string , "Free−WiFi"^^xsd:string ,
"Bathtub"^^xsd:string , "Sea−view"^^xsd:string ,
"Flat−screen−TV"^^xsd:string ,
"Air−conditioning"^^xsd:string , "32−m2"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Address "Kalokerinou_126"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Conditions "Bu�et−breakfast−included"^^xsd:string ,
"Free−cancellation"^^xsd:string , "Pay−later"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Latitude "35.338139"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Longitude "25.128923"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Name "Iraklion Hotel"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Persons "2"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Price_4_nights_in_Euros

"992"^^xsd:int ;
hippalus:Rating "9.5"^^xsd:�oat ;
hippalus:Room "Luxury/Double"^^xsd:string ;
hippalus:Stars "5"^^xsd:int .

hippalus:Accessories a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

hippalus:Persons a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain hippalus:Hippalus_Id ;
rdfs:range xsd:integer .

A.2 Complete Syntax of GEO extended Pref-

erence Language

preferencesFDT.g4 antlr

/*
* Hippalus − A Preference−Enriched Faceted Exploratory System
*

* FOUNDATION OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY − HELLAS (FORTH−ICS)
*

* INFORMATION SYSTEMS LABORATORY (ISL)
*

* http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl
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*

* LICENCE: TO BE ADDED
*

* Copyright 2012−2016
*

*/

grammar preferencesFDT;

//@header {
//package preferencesFDT.parser;
//import java.util.HashMap;
//}

@lexer::header{
package gr.forth.ics.isl.hippalus.pfs.parser;

}

@parser::header{
package gr.forth.ics.isl.hippalus.pfs.parser;
import gr.forth.ics.isl.hippalus.pfs.actions.*;
import gr.forth.ics.isl.hippalus.pfs.*;
import java.net.URL;
import java.io.IOException;
import org.apache.log4j.Logger;

}

@parser::members {
// Initialize class which holds preference related things
private PreferencesFDT prefsFDT;
// Holding what we order
private Order order;
// Holding anchor
private Anchor anchor;
// Hold the anchor id
private String anchorID;
// Holds the current preference action
private PreferenceAction currentAction;
// Holds the current preference id
private int id = 0;
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// Holds if this action is to add or remove
private boolean remove = false;

private static �nal Logger logger = Logger.getLogger("PreferencesParserG");

// Enum for what we order
public enum Order {

FACETS, TERMS, OBJECTS, NOTHING;
};

// Enum for where we anchor the action
public enum Anchor {

FACET, TERM, OBJECT, NOTHING, GEO;
};

// Set what we order
public void setOrder(Order order) {

this.order = order;
}

// Set where we anchor
public void setAnchor(Anchor anchor) {

this.anchor = anchor;
}

public void setPreferencesFDT(PreferencesFDT current) {
prefsFDT = current;

}

}

// LEXER
// Keywords

AROUND : 'around';
BEST : 'best';
COLON : ':';
COMMA : ',';
COUNT : 'count';
DISTFUNCTION : 'distFunction';
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FACET : 'facet';
FACETS : 'facets';
INTERVAL : 'interval';
LEXICOGRAPHIC : 'lexicographic';
MIN : 'min';
MAX : 'max';
NOT : 'not';
OBJECT : 'object';
OBJECTS : 'objects';
ORDER : 'order';
PARENTHESES : '()';
PARETO : 'pareto';
PREFER : 'prefer';
PRIORITY : 'priority';
REMOVE: 'remove';
SCOREFUNCTION : 'scorefunction';
SKYLINE : 'skyline';
TERM : 'term';
TERMS : 'terms';
TO : 'to';
VALUE : 'value';
WORST : 'worst';
GEO : 'geo';
POINT : 'point';
RECTANGLE : 'rectangle';
POLYGON : 'polygon';
CIRCLE : 'circle';

/*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
* PARSER RULES
*−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−*/

// Starting point
pref: (pre�ine NEWLINE)* {

// Store Preference Action to prefsFDT since it has been parsed
currentAction.setAction($pre�ine.text); // Store action string
//currentAction.print(); // Print the action currently added
if(!remove)

prefsFDT.addPreference(currentAction);
else

prefsFDT.removePreference(currentAction, false);
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}
| pre�ine EOF {

// Store Preference Action to prefsFDT since it has been parsed
currentAction.setAction($pre�ine.text); // Store action string
//currentAction.print(); // Print the action currently added
if(!remove)

prefsFDT.addPreference(currentAction);
else

prefsFDT.removePreference(currentAction, false);
}

;

pre�ine: scopeType spec {remove = false;}
| scopeType composition {remove = false;}
| remove scopeType spec {}
| remove scopeType composition {}

;

remove: REMOVE COLON {remove = true;}
;

scopeType: FACETS ORDER COLON {
setOrder(Order.FACETS);

}
| TERMS ORDER COLON {

setOrder(Order.TERMS);
}

| OBJECTS ORDER COLON {
setOrder(Order.OBJECTS);

}
;

spec: anchor rankSpec {}
;

specList: spec (COMMA spec)* {}
;

anchor: FACET ID {
setAnchor(Anchor.FACET);
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anchorID = $ID.text;
}

| TERM ID {
setAnchor(Anchor.TERM);
anchorID = $ID.text;

}
| OBJECT ID {

setAnchor(Anchor.OBJECT);
anchorID = $ID.text;

}
| GEO RECTANGLE TWO_POINTS_LIST {

setAnchor(Anchor.GEO);
anchorID = $TWO_POINTS_LIST.text;

}
| GEO POLYGON N_POINTS_LIST {

setAnchor(Anchor.GEO);
anchorID = $N_POINTS_LIST.text;

}
| GEO CIRCLE CIRCLE_POINTS_LIST {

setAnchor(Anchor.GEO);
anchorID = $CIRCLE_POINTS_LIST.text;

}
| GEO POINT A_POINT {

setAnchor(Anchor.GEO);
anchorID = $A_POINT.text;

}
| TERM INTERVAL ID ID {}
| {}// empty
;

rankSpec: BEST
{
// ADD THIS TO THE SET OF BEST
// Check what we order
if(order == Order.FACETS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();
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} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support best for facet ordering actions
anchored to terms");

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support best for facet ordering actions
anchored to objects");

}
} // TERMS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support best for term ordering actions
anchored to facets");

} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID.
split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support best for term ordering actions
anchored to objects");

}
} // OBJECTS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID.
split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
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currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorObject();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.GEO){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.BEST, anchorID.
split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects("GEO");
currentAction.setAnchorGeo();

}
}
id++;

}
| COUNT MIN {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MIN,
anchorID;
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();
}

}
id++;

}
| COUNT MAX {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
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currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MAX,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.COUNT_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
}
id++;

}
| DISTFUNCTION ID PARENTHESES MIN {}
| DISTFUNCTION ID PARENTHESES MAX {}
| LEXICOGRAPHIC MIN {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MIN,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();
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} else {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
}
id++;

}
| LEXICOGRAPHIC MAX {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MAX,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.LEX_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
}
id++;

}
| PREFER FACET better=ID TO than=ID
{
anchor = Anchor.FACET;
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anchorID = $better.text;

// ADD THIS TO THE SET OF RELATIVE
// Check what we order
if(order == Order.FACETS) {
// FACET ORDERING
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.RELATIVE,
$better.text, $than.text);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} // TERMS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {

logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support relative preference
for term ordering actions anchored to facets");

//prefsFDT.addRelative(anchor, $better.text, $than.text, order);
} // OBJECTS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.RELATIVE,
$better.text, $than.text);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

}
id++;

}
| PREFER TERM better=ID TO than=ID
{
anchorID = $better.text;
anchor = Anchor.TERM;

// ADD THIS TO THE SET OF RELATIVE
// Check what we order
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support relative preference

for
facet ordering actions anchored to terms");

} // TERMS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.RELATIVE,
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$better.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1], $than.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms($better.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

} // OBJECTS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.RELATIVE,
$better.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1], $than.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects($better.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

}
id++;

}
| PREFER OBJECT better=ID TO than=ID
{
anchorID = $better.text;
anchor = Anchor.OBJECT;

// ADD THIS TO THE SET OF RELATIVE
// Check what we order
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support relative preference

for
facet ordering actions anchored to objects");

} // TERMS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {

// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support relative preference

for
term ordering actions anchored to objects");

} // OBJECTS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.RELATIVE,
$better.text, $than.text);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorObject();

}
id++;
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}
| SCOREFUNCTION ID PARENTHESES MIN {}
| SCOREFUNCTION ID PARENTHESES MAX {}
| AROUND TERM termAround=ID
{
if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.AROUND,
$termAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects($termAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAroundTerm($termAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

}

id++;
}
| NOT AROUND TERM termNotAround=ID
{
if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.NOT_AROUND,
$termNotAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects($termNotAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAroundTerm($termNotAround.text.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

}
id++;

}
| VALUE MIN {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MIN,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID);
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currentAction.setAnchorFacet();
} else {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MIN);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
}
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MIN,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

}
else if(anchor == Anchor.TERM) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MIN,
anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

}
}
id++;

}
| VALUE MAX {
if(order == Order.FACETS) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {

currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MAX,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else {
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currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MAX);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms();
currentAction.setAnchorNone();

}
}
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MAX,
anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

}
else if(anchor == Anchor.TERM) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.VALUE_MAX,
anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

}
}
id++;

}
| WORST
{
// ADD THIS TO THE SET OF WORST
// Check what we order
if(order == Order.FACETS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderFacets();
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support worst for facet ordering
actions anchored to terms");

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
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logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support worst for facet ordering
actions anchored to objects");

}
} // TERMS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.TERMS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
// DO NOTHING, we got here wrongly
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support worst for term ordering
actions anchored to facets");

} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID.
split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderTerms(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
logger.warn("PARSER ERROR: We do not support worst for term ordering actions
anchored to objects");

}
} // OBJECTS ORDERING
else if(order == Order.OBJECTS) {
// FACET ORDERING
if(anchor == Anchor.FACET) {
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID);
currentAction.setAnchorFacet();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.TERM){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID.
split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects(anchorID.split("\\.\\.\\.")[0]);
currentAction.setAnchorTerm();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.OBJECT){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects();
currentAction.setAnchorObject();

} else if (anchor == Anchor.GEO){
currentAction = new PreferenceAction(PreferenceAction.TYPE.WORST, anchorID.
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split("\\.\\.\\.")[1]);
currentAction.setId(id);
currentAction.setActionsOrderObjects("GEO");
currentAction.setAnchorGeo();

}
}
id++;

}

composition: SKYLINE specList {}
| PARETO specList {}
// Can be used for anchors facets and object scope!
// Also for object−scoped actions over terms but it is not so intuitive,
// only for FDT with multi−indexing regarding terms
| PRIORITY specList {}

;
// Support also greek and coptic '\u0370'..'\u03FF (Maybe in the future we should
support all languages)
// plus modern greek \u1f00 \u1�f
ID : ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'\u0370'..'\u03FF'|'\u1F00'..'\u1FFF'|
'0'..'9'|'_'|'.'|'−'|'('|')'|'&'|'%')+ // We use the dot to get terms of speci�c
facet, i.e. Location.Cefalonia
;

TWO_POINTS_LIST: FOCUS LBR LPR COORDINATE COMMA COORDINATE
RPR COMMA LPR COORDINATE
COMMA COORDINATE RPR RBR;
N_POINTS_LIST: FOCUS LBR LPR COORDINATE COMMA COORDINATE
RPR COMMA LPR COORDINATE
COMMA COORDINATE RPR (COMMA LPR COORDINATE COMMA COORDINATE
RPR)* RBR;

CIRCLE_POINTS_LIST: FOCUS LBR LPR COORDINATE COMMA COORDINATE
RPR COMMA LPR RAD RPR RBR;
A_POINT: FOCUS LPR COORDINATE COMMA COORDINATE RPR;
FOCUS: '...';
LBR: '[';
RBR: ']';
LPR: '(';
RPR: ')';
COORDINATE : ('0'..'9')*'.'+('0'..'9')*;
RAD : FLOAT ;
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FLOAT : '0'..'9'+'.'+('0'..'9')*;
NEWLINE:'\r'? '\n' ;
WS : (' '|'\t')+ −> channel(HIDDEN); // instead of skip()

A.3 Client Side

Request on alternative method

function prefAction(epilogiAction){
// �rst we create the JSON array
// and use the edges of the RECTANGLE as input
// where preferenceAction is in format of our preference language
var action = [];
var NE,SW,NW,SE;
// we get the edges of the rectangle
NE=rectangle.getBounds().getNorthEast();
SW=rectangle.getBounds().getSouthWest();
NW = new google.maps.LatLng(NE.lat(),SW.lng());
SE = new google.maps.LatLng(SW.lat(),NE.lng());
action.push(NE);
action.push(SW);
var actionepilogi='rectangle'+'+'+epilogiAction;
var preferenceAction={};
preferenceAction[actionepilogi]=action;
ajaxAddPreference(JSON.stringify(preferenceAction));
setSelection(rectangle, tabID);
}
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